
Complexity Results for SAS+ Planning�In proc. 13th International Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence (IJCAI-93),Chamb�ery, France, Aug. 29 { Sep. 3, 1993, pp. 1430{1435.Christer B�ackstr�omDepartment of Computerand Information Science,Link�oping UniversityS-581 83 Link�oping, Swedenemail: cba@ida.liu.se Bernhard NebelGerman Research Center forArti�cial Intelligence (DFKI)Stuhlsatzenhausweg 3D-6600 Saarbr�ucken 11, Germanyemail: nebel@dfki.uni-sb.deAbstractWe have previously reported a number oftractable planning problems de�ned in theSAS+ formalism. This paper complementsthese results by providing a complete map overthe complexity of SAS+ planning under allcombinations of the previously considered re-strictions. We analyse the complexity both of�nding a minimal plan and of �nding any plan.In contrast to other complexity surveys of plan-ning we study not only the complexity of theexistence problems but also of the search prob-lems. We prove that the SAS+-PUS problemis the maximal tractable problem under the re-strictions we have considered if we want to �nda minimal plan. If we are satis�ed with �ndingany plan, then we can generalize further to theSAS+-US problem, which we prove to be themaximal tractable problem in this case.1 IntroductionWe have previously reported a number of tractableplanning problems using the SAS+ and SAS for-malisms. We started by identifying the SAS-PUBS prob-lem [B�ackstr�om and Klein, 1991b] and prove this prob-lem to be tractable. Then we applied a bottom-upstrategy, generalizing the results by removing restric-tions, which resulted in the more expressive, but stilltractable, SAS-PUS [B�ackstr�om and Klein, 1991a] andSAS+-PUS [B�ackstr�om, 1992a, 1992b] problems. Theoverall goal of this research has been to identify suc-cessively more and more expressive, tractable planningproblems, with the hope of ultimately �nding problemswhich are relevant to practical applications, especially insequential control.1We found the tractable problems mentioned aboveby studying a test problem in sequential control andidentifying a number of inherent restrictions (denoted�This research was supported by the Swedish NationalBoard for the Engineering Sciences (TFR) under grantDnr. 92-143 and by the German Ministry for Research andTechnology (BMFT) under grant ITW 8901 8.1Sequential control is a subdisciplin of automatic controland includes many planning-like problems.

P, U, B and S) on that problem. We have proven[B�ackstr�om, 1992a, 1992b] that the SAS+ formalism isexpressively equivalent to `standard' variants of proposi-tional STRIPS and ground TWEAK. Yet, it was essen-tial to use the SAS+ formalism since the P, U, B andS restrictions cannot be naturally expressed in any ofthe other formalisms [B�ackstr�om, 1992a B�ackstr�om andNebel, 1992] and it is unlikely that we would have man-aged to isolate them if using a standard formalism.Having started from one tractable problem and gen-eralized twice to new tractable problems it is interest-ing to ask how much further we can generalize and staytractable by simply removing restrictions. This paperanswers that question by providing an exhaustive mapover the complexities for �nding both optimal and non-optimal plans for all possible combinations of the P, U,B and S restrictions. It turns out that the SAS+-PUSproblem is the maximally expressive tractable problem ifwe insist on �nding optimal (ie. minimal length) plans.Whichever of the three restrictions on this problem wedrop, the resulting problem is intractable. On the otherhand, if we do not require the solutions to be minimal,then we can generalize somewhat further. We prove thatif we remove the P restriction, resulting in the SAS+-USproblem, we can still plan in polynomial time, althoughwe are no longer guaranteed to �nd optimal plans.2 The SAS+ FormalismThis section briey recasts the main di�erences betweenthe SAS+ formalismand the STRIPS formalismand alsogives a somewhat simpli�ed account of the formal de�-nition. Due to the page limit we have to refer the readerto previous publications [B�ackstr�om and Klein, 1991a,1991b, B�ackstr�om, 1992a, 1992b] for background, moti-vation and examples.2.1 World ModellingThere are basically two important di�erences betweenthe SAS+ formalism and the propositional STRIPS for-malism. The �rst one is that the SAS+ formalism usespartial, multi-valued state variables instead of proposi-tional atoms. The second di�erence is that the oper-ators also have a prevail-condition in addition to theusual pre- and post-conditions. This makes it possi-ble to distinguish easily between those parts of the (tra-1



ditional STRIPS) pre-condition that is changed by theoperator and the part that remains unchanged.2 Thatis, the (SAS+) pre-condition of an operator speci�esthose state variables which must have a certain de�nedvalue in order to execute the operator and that will alsobe changed to some other value by the operator. Theprevail-condition, on the other hand, speci�es those statevariables that must have a certain value but will remainunchanged after executing the operator.De�nition 2.1 A SAS+-structure � = hM;S;Hi isde�ned by:� a setM = fi1; : : : ; img of state variable indices;� a space S = Si1 � : : :�Sim of total states, wherefor each j 2M,{ Sj is a domain of mutually exclusive valuesfor the jth state variable and{ S+j = Sj [ fug is the extended domain forthe jth state variable,where u denotes the un-de�ned value,and the space S+ = S+i1 � : : : � S+im of partialstates is implicitly de�ned;� a set H of operators (action types), each h 2 Hbeing of the form h = hb; e; fi 2 S+ � S+ � S+where b, e and f, denote the pre-, post- and prevail-condition respectively of h, and where the set H issubject to the following restrictions:{ for all h 2 H and for all i 2 M, if b(h)[i] 6= u,then b(h)[i] 6= e(h)[i] 6= u{ for all h 2 H and i 2 M, either e(h)[i] = u orf(h)[i] = u.The �rst of the two restrictions on H expresses thatall state variables having a de�ned value in the pre-condition of some operator to have a de�ned but dif-ferent value in the post-condition. That is, an operatorcannot change a state variable from a de�ned value to theunde�ned value and it must either change a variable ornot de�ne it at all in the pre- and post-conditions; Vari-ables that are de�ned but not changed should go intothe prevail-condition. The second restriction expressesthat the post-condition and the prevail-condition of anoperator must not de�ne the same state variables sincean operator cannot both change a state variable and re-quire it to be constant. Neither of these is a restrictionin practice.We write s[i] to denote the value of the ith state vari-able in a state s. We also write s v t if the state s issubsumed (or satis�ed) by state t, ie.,s v t i� 8i 2 M(s[i] = u or s[i] = t[i]):2.2 PlansTo simplify matters we only de�ne linear plans and donot distinguish between operators and their instantia-tions (actions).2This distinction could be implicitly derived from the or-dinary STRIPS pre- and post-conditions but we �nd it bothformally and conceptually clearer to make it explicit. Fur-thermore, the distinction is important if we also considerparallel execution of operators [B�ackstr�om and Klein, 1991b,1991a, B�ackstr�om, 1992a].

De�nition 2.2 A plan over a SAS+-structure � =hM;S;Hi is a sequence of operators hh1; : : : ; hni s.t.hk 2 H for 1 � k � n.Given two plans �� = hh1; : : : ; hmi and �� =hh01; : : : ; h0ni we de�ne (��; ��) = hh1; : : : ; hm; h01; : : : ; h0ni.The result of executing a plan is de�ned recursively asfollows, using the update function �.De�nition 2.3 Given two states s; t 2 S+, we de�nefor all i 2M,(s � t)[i] = � t[i] if t[i] 6= u;s[i] otherwise.The function result gives the state resulting from execut-ing a plan and is de�ned recursively as:result(s; hi) = s;result(s; (��;hhi)) =( result(s; ��) � e(h) if b(h) v result(s; ��)and f(h) v result(s; ��);hu; : : : ; ui otherwise.An operator h is admissible wrt. a state s i� b(h) v sand f(h) v s. A plan �� = hh1; : : : ; hni is admissible wrt.a state s i� h1 is admissible wrt. s and for 1 < k � n, hkis admissible wrt. result(s; hh1; : : : ; hk�1i). In addition,the empty plan hi is admissible wrt. any state.De�nition 2.4 An instance of the SAS+ planningproblem is a tuple � = h�; s0; s?i s.t. � is a SAS+-structure and s0; s? 2 S+ denote the initial state andgoal state respectively. A plan �� over � solves � i�1. �� is admissible wrt. s0 and2. s? v result(s0; ��).More speci�cally we distinguish four di�erent problems.The SAS+plan existence problem is: given an in-stance �, decide whether there exists some plan �� over� s.t. �� solves �. The SAS+plan search problem is:given an instance �, �nd a plan �� over � that solves �,or answer that there is no such plan. The correspondingbounded plan existence (search) problem takes an ex-tra parameter K and asks only for plans of length K orshorter.3 RestrictionsWe have previously identi�ed four restrictions on theSAS+ planning problem that together result in tractabil-ity. An instance of the SAS+ problem is post-unique(P) i� no two distinct operators can change the samestate variable to the same value and it is unary (U) i�each operator changes exactly one state variable. Theinstance is binary (B) i� all state variable domains aretwo-valued. Finally, the instance is single-valued (S) i�any two operators that both require the same state vari-able to have some speci�c value during their respectiveoccurrences must require the same de�ned value. Forexample, single-valuedness prevents us from having twooperators such that one requires a certain room to be litduring its occurrence while the other requires the sameroom to be dark during its occurrence.2



De�nition 3.1 A SAS+ structure � = hM;S;Hi is� binary i� jSij = 2 for all i 2M,� post-unique i� for all h; h0 2 H, if e(h)[i] =e(h0)[i] 6= u for some i 2M, then h = h0;� unary i� for all h 2 H, there is exactly one i 2 Ms.t. e(h)[i] 6= u;� single-valued i� there exists some state s s.t.f(h) v s for all h 2 H. In particular, we de�ne theglobal prevail-condition f̂H for H as the minimalsuch s (wrt. the number of de�ned values).All these restrictions were identi�ed by studying a testexample in automatic control, thus complementing theusual problems from the AI world. For a somewhat moreelaborate discussion of the restrictions, see B�ackstr�omand Klein [1991a] or B�ackstr�om [1992a].We name subproblems of the SAS+ problem satisfy-ing combinations of the above restrictions by appendingthe letters denoting these restrictions. For example, theSAS+-PUS problem is the SAS+ problem restricted toinstances that are post-unique, unary and single-valuedwhile the SAS+-B problem is only restricted to binarystate variables.Since we have previously studied also the slightlymorerestricted SAS formalism and it could, thus, be interest-ing to view also SAS problems as restricted versions ofthe corresponding SAS+ problems. It turns out, how-ever, that all complexity results presented in this paperhold regardless of whether we consider SAS+-structuresor SAS-structures. The complexity �gures depend onlyon the restrictions in De�nition 3.1.4 Existence of Optimal PlansWe already know [B�ackstr�om, 1992a, 1992b] that we can�nd optimal (in the sense of minimal length) plans forthe SAS+-PUS problem in polynomial time.Theorem 4.1 Bounded SAS+-PUS plan existence andplan search is solvable in polynomial time.Since this problem is a generalization of the previouslystudied, tractable SAS-PUBS [B�ackstr�om and Klein,1991b] and SAS-PUS [B�ackstr�om and Klein, 1991a] plan-ning problems, it is interesting to ask whether we cangeneralize even further, staying tractable. Unfortu-nately, it turns out that we cannot remove any of thethree restrictions (P, U and S) and still �nd optimal planstractably, as we will see in this section. The complex-ity results for bounded plan existence are summarized inFigure 1 for all possible combinations of the restrictionsin De�nition 3.1.The following theorems together establish that theSAS+-PUS problems is the maximal tractable problemwrt. the P, U and S restrictions. Due to space limi-tations we will sometimes omit proofs or provide onlyproof sketches, but the full proofs of all theorems appearin B�ackstr�om and Nebel [1993].We �rst note that all problems which are bothunary and single-valued have polynomially-sized mini-mal plans.
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Figure 1: Complexity of bounded plan existence for theSAS+ problem and its subproblems.Theorem 4.2 All solvable instances of the SAS+-USproblem have minimal solutions which are of polynomi-ally bounded length.Proof: Appears in B�ackstr�om and Nebel [1993]. It isalso an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1 in thispaper. 2We can now prove the NP-hardness results.Theorem 4.3 Bounded plan existence is NP-completein the strong sense for SAS+-UBS and SAS+-US.Proof: We prove NP-hardness of SAS+-UBS plan ex-istence by reduction from minimum cover [Garey andJohnson, 1979, page 222] which is de�ned as follows.Let X = fx1; : : : ; xmg be a set, let C = fC1; : : : ; Cngbe a set of subsets of X and let K be an integer. Doesthere exist a cover for X, ie., a subcollection C0 � C s.t.SCk2C0 Ck = X and jC0j � K.De�ne one binary state variable, xk, for each xk 2 Xand one, cl, for each Cl 2 C. Further de�ne an operatorhl for each cl s.t. hl sets cl and also de�ne an operatorhl;k for each Cl and each xk 2 Cl s.t. hl;k can set xki� cl is set. Let all state variables be reset initially andrequire all xk to be set in the goal state. It is obviousthat X has a cover C 0 s.t. jC0j � K i� there is a plan ofsize jXj+K or less solving �.Both problems are in NP since the minimal solutionsare always of polynomial length (Theorem 4.2) and can,thus, be veri�ed in polynomial time. 2Theorem 4.4 Bounded plan existence is NP-hard inthe strong sense for SAS+-PUB.Proof sketch: NP-hardness in the strong sense fol-lows by a reduction from the clique problem [Garey andJohnson, 1979, p. 194]. Assuming a graph G = hV;Ei,the underlying idea of the proof is to de�ne a SAS+-PUB instance as follows. For each vertex vi 2 V weuse �ve state variables Ai, Bi, Ci, Di and Vi and eightoperators a+i , b+i , c+i , c�i , d+i , d�i , v+i and v�i s.t. oper-ators denoted + (-) set (reset) their corresponding statevariables. The prevail-conditions are chosen s.t. a+i can3



be executed only if Ci is set and Di is reset, while b+ican be executed only if Ci is reset and Di is set. Welet all state variables be reset initially and require allvariables but Vi to be set in the goal state. Obviously,any plan must include either of the operator sequenceshc+i ; a+i ; c�i ; d+i ; b+i ; c+i i and hd+i ; b+i ; d�i ; c+i ; a+i ; d+i i. Wefurther add prevail-conditions s.t. c�i be executable onlyif Vi is set and d�i is executable only if Vj is set for allvj not incident to vi in G. It can be proven that G hasa clique of size k i� the above SAS+-PUB instance hasa plan of length 8jV j � 2k or less. 2Theorem 4.5 Bounded plan existence is NP-hard inthe strong sense for SAS+-PBS.Proof sketch: SAS+-PUB plan existence can be re-duced to SAS+-PBS plan existence as follows. For eachstate variable x add a new state variable x0 and rede�nethe operators s.t. x0 is set when x is reset, reset when x isset and unde�ned when x is unde�ned. This is possiblesince the new instance need not be unary. Furthermore,we can now test whether x is reset by instead testingwhether x0 is set, so the operators can be rede�ned tobe single-valued. 2If we further drop post-uniqueness, then the last twoproblems become PSPACE-complete.Theorem 4.6 Both bounded and unbounded SAS+planexistence is PSPACE-complete.Proof: Immediate from the formalism equivalence re-sult [B�ackstr�om, 1992a, Corollary 5.18] and PSPACE-completeness for propositional STRIPS [Bylander, 1991,Theorem 1]. 2We also sharpen the PSPACE-completeness resultspresented by Bylander [1991] and Erol et al. [1992].Theorem 4.7 Both bounded and unbounded SAS+-UBand SAS+-BS plan existence is PSPACE-complete.5 Finding Optimal PlansWe are ultimately interested in �nding a solution, notonly �nding out whether one exists. Hence, it is in-teresting to also analyse the complexity of the boundedplan search problem. Obviously, a search problem cannever be easier than its corresponding existence prob-lem, so the results in the previous section provide lowerbounds for the bounded plan search problems. Further-more, if we can solve the bounded plan existence prob-lem, then we can also solve the bounded plan searchproblem by using pre�x search [Balc�azar et al., 1988,Garey and Johnson, 1979, pp. 116{117]. It is impor-tant to note, however, that this method does not providea polynomial reduction of the bounded search problemto the bounded existence problem. The reason for thisis that some of the problems we consider do not havepolynomially bounded minimal solutions, as we will seebelow. Hence, the pre�x search method provides only apseudo-polynomial reduction, ie., the reduction is poly-nomially bounded in K, but not necessarily in the sizeof the representation of K.Theorem 5.1 The SAS+-PUB and SAS+-PBS plan-ning problems have instances with exponentially sizedminimal solutions.

Proof sketch: Given m > 0, de�ne a SAS+-PUBinstance � = hhM;S;Hi; s0; s?i s.t. M = f1; : : : ;mg;all Si = f0; 1g; H = fh+1 ; h�1 ; : : : ; h+m; h�mg, where for1 � k � m,b(h+k )[i] = e(h�k )[i] = � 0 if i = k;u otherwise ;e(h+k )[i] = b(h�k )[i] = � 1 if i = k;u otherwise ;f(h+k )[i] = f(h�k )[i] = ( 0 if i < k � 1;1 if i = k � 1;u otherwise ;s0 = h0; : : : ; 0i and s? = h0; : : : ; 0; 1i. This instance hasa unique minimal solution of length 2m�1 correspondingto a Hamilton path in the state space.The above SAS+-PUB instance can be encoded as aSAS+-PBS instance, using the same technique as in theproof of Theorem 4.5, which, thus, has a unique minimalplan of length 2m � 1. 2An immediate consequence of this theorem is thatboth bounded and unbounded SAS+-PUB and SAS+-PBS plan search is provably intractable since we mighthave to output a solution which is exponentially largerthan the problem instance itself. Some care should betaken in interpreting these results, though. What wesee here is the second cause for intractability as de�nedby Garey and Johnson [1979, pp. 11{12] and we shouldhardly regard instances with exponentially sized solu-tions as realistic. However, even if we look only forsolutions with a speci�ed length the problems are stillNP-hard in the length parameter3, which follows fromthe strong NP-hardness of SAS+-PBS and SAS+-PUBbounded plan existence. A further discussion on thistopic appears in B�ackstr�om [1992a, pp. 142{147].Finally, the following result is immediate from Theo-rem 4.Theorem 5.2 Bounded plan search is NP-equivalentfor SAS+-UBS and SAS+-US6 Non-optimal PlanningWhile an algorithm for the bounded plan existence prob-lem can be used to �nd plans, this is not the case for theunbounded existence problem. The reason is that we nolonger have a measure of the distance to the goal. Apolynomial-time algorithm used to prove that an exis-tence problem is tractable can often be modi�ed to also�nd a solution in polynomial time. This is not alwaysthe case, however. Hence, it seems that it is not of muchuse to know the complexity of the plan existence prob-lem since we are ultimately interested in the complexityof �nding a plan. Therefore, we focus only on the searchproblem in this section.Figure 2 summarizes the complexity results for boththe bounded and the unbounded plan search problems.The only di�erence is that the problems in the greyarea are tractable for unbounded plan search but NP-equivalent for bounded plan search.3That is, NP-hard in the value of the length parameter,not only in the size of its representation.4



While the SAS+-PUS problem was found to be themaximal tractable problem for optimal planning (wrt.the restrictions in De�nition 3.1), this is no longer thecase if we consider also non-optimal solutions. It turnsout that we can �nd a solution in polynomial time evenif we remove the P restriction, ie. if we have alternativeways of achieving an e�ect.
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Figure 2: Complexity of plan search for the SAS+ prob-lem and its subproblems. The results hold also forbounded plan search, except for the problems in the greyarea which are then NP-equivalent.Theorem 6.1 Plan search is solvable in polynomialtime for SAS+-US .Proof sketch: The following algorithm, Plan, �ndsplans for the SAS+-US problem in polynomial time.41 Plan(M;S;H; s0; s?)2 N  ?3 loop4 hs; ��i  AchievePrevail(N )5 ht; ��i  AchieveGoal(s)6 if t v s then return (��; ��)7 elsif 9i 2 N (t[i] 6v s[i]) then reject8 elseN  N [ fi 2 Mjs[i] 6= f̂H[i]g9 end loopAchievePrevail returns a state s and a plan �� froms0 to s s.t. s[i] = f̂H[i] for as many i 2 M � N aspossible and s[i] = s0[i] otherwise. Unariness and single-valuedness together guarantee that a unique such stateexists, since achieving the global prevail-condition, f̂H,for one state variable cannot make f̂H unachievable foranother state variable. An iterated greedy strategy isused to �nd s and ��, which is not guaranteed to beminimal.Using a similar strategy, AchieveGoal returns a statet and a plan �� from t to s? s.t. t[i] = s[i] for as manyi 2M as possible and t[i] = s?[i] otherwise.4The algorithm is a descendant from an algorithm usedby Bylander [1991, Theorem 7].

The �rst time around the loop in Plan the globalprevail-condition is achieved for as many i 2M as pos-sible in the state s, and t is the state 'closest' to s fromwhich the goal can be achieved. If s = t, then s is asubgoal s.t. �� is a plan from s0 to s and �� is a plan froms to s?, and we are done. Otherwise, if s[i] 6= t[i] forsome i 2M�N , then s?[i] could not be achieved froms[i] so f̂H[i] must not be a subgoal. Hence, i is put inN to guarantee that f̂H[i] is not achieved the next timearound the loop. Furthermore, if there is some i 2 Ns.t. s[i] 6= t[i], then there cannot be any plan at all sinces?[i] cannot be achieved from s0[i] and not from f̂H[i] (orf̂H[i] itself could never be achieved).Plan terminates since N grows strictly. To see thatPlan is correct, note that N is empty the �rst timearound the loop, so if s?[i] could not be achieved froms[i] because such a plan would require some operator hs.t. f(h) 6v s, then it could not be achieved at all. Fur-thermore, any prevail-condition which is subsequentlyblocked byN must not be achieved since this wouldmakesome other part of the goal unachievable. 2Theorem 5.1 imply provable intractability also forthe unbounded SAS+-PUB and SAS+-PBS plan searchproblems. Hence, we can �nd plans in polynomialtime exactly for those problems that have polynomiallybounded minimal solutions. One should not try to drawany generalized conclusions from this observation, how-ever.7 Discussion and ConclusionsRecently a number of results have been published onthe computational complexity of propositional STRIPSplanning under various restrictions [Bylander, 1991,1992a, Erol et al., 1992]. In addition to this we have pre-viously presented a number of tractable planning prob-lems using the SAS+ formalism [B�ackstr�om and Klein,1991a, 1991b, B�ackstr�om, 1992a, 1992b]. All of theseresults concerns the complexity of planning in variousrestricted versions of certain formalisms. One mightalso investigate the complexity of planning for speci�cproblems instead of speci�c formalisms. This has beendone for some variants of the blocks-world problem byGupta and Nau [1992]. Furthermore, the complexityof temporal projection and its relationship to planninghas been investigated by Dean and Boddy [1988] andby ourselves [B�ackstr�om and Nebel, 1992; Nebel andB�ackstr�om, 1993].Our previous publications on SAS+ planning have con-centrated on �nding tractable subproblems and tryingto extend these while retaining tractability. This pa-per complements these results by presenting a completeinvestigation of the complexity for each of the possiblecombinations of the previously considered restrictions.We already know [B�ackstr�om, 1992a, 1992b] that theSAS+ formalism is expressively equivalent to a num-ber of `standard' propositional STRIPS formalisms, in-cluding those analysed by Bylander [1991] and Erol etal. [1992]. One might wonder, then, why we have both-ered doing such a complexity analysis for the SAS+ for-malism. However, there are at least two important dif-5



ferences between our analysis and the previous ones.Firstly, Bylander and Erol et al. have only stud-ied local restrictions on operators. Unariness is sucha local restriction, while post-uniqueness and single-valuedness are global restrictions on the whole set of op-erators. Korf [1987] has studied some computationallyinteresting global properties, like independent and seri-alizable subgoals. Unfortunately, �nding out whether aproblem instance has serializable subgoals is PSPACE-complete [Bylander, 1992b]. In contrast to this, allour restrictions can be tested in low-order polynomialtime [B�ackstr�om, 1992a, Theorem 4.8]. Furthermore,we have not derived our restrictions from the formalismper se but from studying a test example in the area ofautomatic control. Using the SAS+ formalism insteadof the STRIPS formalism has facilitated in �nding theserestrictions, which are interesting from a computationalpoint of view by resulting in tractability. One shouldalso note that the equivalence result applies to the unre-stricted versions of the formalisms and it is not guaran-teed to hold under arbitrary restrictions. Furthermore,it is not always obvious how to translate a restriction forSAS+ into a restriction for STRIPS and vice versa.The second di�erence is that the previous analyses ofplanning complexity have only considered the plan ex-istence problem [Bylander, 1991], and sometimes alsothe bounded plan existence problem [Bylander, 1993,Erol et al., 1992]. In addition to this, we also analysethe complexity of actually �nding a (possibly optimal)plan, which is what we are ultimately interested in. Inmany cases there is a strong relationship between a deci-sion (solution existence) problem and its correspondingsearch problem (�nding a solution), but it is not alwaysso.The result of our analysis shows that we have reachedthe tractability borderline and we cannot continue to re-move restrictions and still have tractability. This shouldnot discourage us, however. It means that we have willhave to start considering alternative restrictions or lessrestricted variants of the P, U, B and S restrictions. Theproposed research methodology is further described inB�ackstr�om [1992a] where also some suggestions for suchalternative restrictions are given. Finally, it seems thatone important reason for the disappointing complexityresults is that most formalisms allow formulating un-realistic problems, having exponentially sized minimalsolutions.AcknowledgementsBart Selman and the anonymous reviewers have providedhelpful comments on the paper.References[AAAI, 1992] Proc. 10th (US) Nat'l Conf. on Artif In-tell. (AAAI-92), San Jos�e, CA, USA, July 1992.[B�ackstr�om and Klein, 1991a] Christer B�ackstr�om andInger Klein. Parallel non-binary planning in polyno-mial time. In IJCAI [1991], pages 268{273.
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